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Abstract

We focus on the problem how to achieve network lifetime extension without causing serious deteriorated on network performance. A cooperative E-ARP protocol for extending network lifetime in wireless AD Hoc networks is proposed in our paper. By means of piggyback, energy information exchanges among neighbors in our scheme, which makes a little modification to traditional ARP protocol. E-ARP protocol can carry energy information of wireless nodes, which decreased the risk of communication resource competition between ARP information and exchanging energy information. It also allows the node with sufficient energy to help multiple nodes at one time, thus the extra communication workload can be decreased. In evaluations chapter, the simulation results show that E-ARP protocol can achieve an almost similar performance on lifetime extension with the known method CTCA but better network performance.
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1. Introduction

The proliferation of wireless networks based applications requires wireless nodes to live as long as possible. However, current technologies of battery capacity equipped to wireless nodes are hard to improve wireless node’s lifetime significantly [1-3]. Under this situation, lots of researchers have focused their studies on extension of the network lifetime from the aspect of using energy efficiency.

One scheme to extend the network life by adding redundant nodes in the network is proposed in [3]. This kind of scheme may extend the lifetime significantly but ultimately not a cost-effective approach. Recently, conserving energy and extending a network’s lifetime by means of topology control has been increasingly attracting researchers’ attentions, in which each node adjusts the power at which it makes its transmissions to reduce the energy consumption to only what is needed to ensure topological goals such as connectivity or coverage. Examples of topology control algorithms include DRNG [4], DLSS [4], STC[5], RATC [6] and CTCA [7].

In most traditional algorithms, the topology of the network is determined at the very beginning of network running where the only consideration for each node is to reduce its transmission power while keeping the graph connected [8-10], only the algorithm CTCA is a dynamic and distributed scheme for adaptive cooperative topology control in consideration of that node transmission radius may result in an unbalanced energy consumption, leading to
some nodes exhausting their energy far sooner than some others. So far, most of the existing research works mainly focus on incentive issues in reducing the transmit power for energy conservation by means of topology control. It is also facing a series of heavy traffic workload generated when the topology information exchange among nodes, which may certainly increase the end to end delay and cause packet dropped dramatically.

Unlike the conventional research works, we consider how to extend the network lifetime by means of cooperative and dynamic topology control without impacting heavy workload on it and without causing a mass of packets lost. Both the workload and resource competition is considered in our scheme. One major technical challenge of designing such dynamic scheme is to reducing exchanging messages. This challenge makes our work fundamentally different from any existing solutions. First, different from existing works in which all node broadcasts its energy message independently and it will cause serious communication resource competition as far as to huge packets loss. Secondly, in existing works, one network node only considers how to help its up-link nodes regardless of the down-link notes, which will cause serious network turbulence even significant performance deterioration. The contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

We introduce a novel method to traditional ARP protocol such that it can carry on extra energy exchange messages among neighbors, which is named as E-ARP protocol. Specifically, E-ARP protocol broadcast its energy message by means of piggyback, which will reduce the communication workload and decrease the competition risk among neighbors.

We design a distributed algorithm to evaluate whether one node should help its neighbors to extend lifetime or not. Furthermore, when one node makes sure that it can help one of its neighbors, our algorithm can find out multiple neighbors as many as possible this node can help together.

We evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of E-ARP by implementing it in a simulation experiment. From the experiment, we demonstrate that our scheme can improve the network utility and decrease loss rate effectively. More important, it also shows that our E-ARP scheme could successfully extend network lifetime to almost the same extent with the existing methods, but without heavy extra communication workload.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce notations and sketch for E-ARP, which is useful to understand our work and the E-ARP processes. In Section III, the detail of our scheme is introduced, which design a distributed algorithm to achieve the extension of network lifetime. We evaluate the performance of E-ARP via experiment in Section IV, which is followed by the conclusion and future work.

2. Notations and sketch for E-ARP Scheme

2.1 Description and Hypothesizes for E-ARP Protocol

In wireless networks, whether the route protocol is AODV, DSR, OLSR or others, the ARP protocol works invoked by two mechanisms, one is invoked by packet arrival from up layer and the other is invoked by timer. In former mechanism, one arrival packet cannot attain a valid physical address from ARP cache, and in later mechanism, the process with ARP protocol will broadcast ARP request packet periodically based on its timer. Our main purpose is to use ARP protocol to exchanging energy information by means of piggyback.

Given a wireless network, let graph $G(t) = (N, E(t))$ represent its topology at time $t$, where $N$ is node set, $E(t)$ is edge set, $N_i \in N$ represents a node within the network, and $(N_i, N_j) \in E(t)$ represents the fact that $N_j$ is within $N_i$’s communication radius and can hear
from \( N_i \) directly. Before discussing the proposed scheme, there are two hypothesizes. Notations and definitions used in this paper are as Table 1 shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>The set of nodes within the network ( N = {N_i, N_{i+1}, \ldots, N_n} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E(t) )</td>
<td>The set of edges, if ( (N_i, N_j) \in E(t) ), it means that ( N_j ) is within ( N_i )'s communication radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( G(t) )</td>
<td>( G(t) = (N,E(t)) ) represent its topology at time ( t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_i )</td>
<td>The node whose numerical order is ( i \in {1,2,\ldots,n} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p(N_i, N_j) )</td>
<td>The minimum transmit power from ( N_i ) to ( N_j ) and assumes ( p(N_i, N_j) = p(N_j, N_i) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_i(t) )</td>
<td>( N_i )'s transmit power at time ( t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_i(t) )</td>
<td>( N_i )'s down-link node set that ( H_i(t) = {N_j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I_i(t) )</td>
<td>( N_i )'s up-link node set that ( I_i(t) = {N_j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W(t) )</td>
<td>( N_i )'s remaining energy at time ( t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Z(t) )</td>
<td>( N_i )'s remaining lifetime with ( p_i(t) ) at time ( t ), and ( Z(t) = W(t) / p_i(t) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Z'(t,N_i) )</td>
<td>( N_i )'s potential remaining lifetime if ( N_i )'s transmit power is ( p(N_i, N_j) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_i )</td>
<td>The available power set of ( N_i ), in which there are ( K ) items, and ( B_i = (B_i(k)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_i(s) \rightarrow N )</td>
<td>The node whose numerical order is ( s ) in ( B_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_i(s) \rightarrow P )</td>
<td>The power whose numerical order is ( s ) in ( B_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_i )</td>
<td>The numerical order of ( N_i )'s deciding node in ( B_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_i(N_j) )</td>
<td>If ( N_j ) is in some item of ( B_i ), the function returns ( N_i )'s numerical order in ( B_i ), else return integer of -1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_{d_i} )</td>
<td>( N_i )'s deciding node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m(i) )</td>
<td>the numerical order in ( N ) of ( N_i )'s deciding node, which can be presented as ( N_{m(i)} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_i )</td>
<td>The set defined as ( R_i := {(N,D,\Delta) \mid \text{order by } \Delta} ), in which there are ( r ) elements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_i(u) \rightarrow N )</td>
<td>The node can be helped by ( N_i ), whose numerical order is ( u ) in ( R_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_i(u) \rightarrow D )</td>
<td>The deciding node of ( R_i(u) \rightarrow N ), whose numerical order is ( u ) in ( R_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_i(u) \rightarrow \Delta )</td>
<td>The difference of remaining lifetime between ( N_i ) and ( R_i(u) \rightarrow N )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_i(u) \rightarrow P' )</td>
<td>The potential power of node ( R_i(u) \rightarrow N ), means that if ( N_i ) provides help, node ( R_i(u) \rightarrow N ) can decrease its power to a lower level, i.e., ( R_i(u) \rightarrow P' )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_i \rightarrow \Delta )</td>
<td>The difference of remaining lifetime between ( N_i ) and its neighbor, if we do not refer to a specific neighbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma_i(u) )</td>
<td>the node numerical order in ( N ) of node ( R_i(u) \rightarrow N )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma_i(N_j) )</td>
<td>The element numerical order in ( R_i ), if ( N_j \notin R_i ), return integer of -1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_i )</td>
<td>The set defined as two tuple ( S_i := {(Z,N) \mid \text{order by } Z} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_i(v) \rightarrow N )</td>
<td>The node can help ( N_i ) extend its lifetime, whose numerical order is ( v ) in ( S_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_i(v) \rightarrow Z )</td>
<td>The remaining lifetime of node ( S_i \rightarrow N ), whose numerical order is ( v ) in ( S_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_i \rightarrow Z )</td>
<td>The remaining lifetime between ( N_i ) and its neighbor, if we do not refer to a specific neighbor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hypothesis 1. Suppose $N_i$’s transmit power at time $t$ is $p_i(t)$ and its communication radius can cover node $N_j$. If $N_i$’s transmit power $p_i(t)$ is not less than $p_j(t)$, $N_j$’s communication radius must be able to cover $N_i$.

Hypothesis 2. If $N_i$’s transmit power is $p_i(t)$ and its communication radius covers $N_j$. If $N_j$’s receiving power can measured, the $N_i$’s minimal transmit power can deduced.

2.2. States transfer in E-ARP Protocol

In order to undertake energy exchange among neighborhood nodes, an E-ARP protocol is proposed on the basis of traditional ARP, which includes two stages: initialization and power adjustment stage. In power adjustment stage, traditional ARP is still undertaking the physical address query and detection. In addition, $E_{DETECT}$, $E_{PK}$, $POW_{AD}$ are newly added states for energy detection and power adjustment. Figure 1 shows the E-ARP states transfer diagram, in which the blue dotted line and connected states are newly added or modified. For each $N_i \in N$, the states transfer process is as Figure 1 shown.

Figure 1. E-ARP State Transfer Diagram

Initialization stage is included of INIT, WAIT_0 and WAIT_1 states, in which all nodes will construct themselves up-link node set $I_i(t)$, down-link node set $H_i(t)$, and available power set $B_i (i = 1, 2, \ldots, n)$, where $I_i(t) = \{N_j | (N_i, N_j) \in E(t)\}$, $H_i(t) = \{N_j | (N_j, N_i) \in E(t)\}$, and $B_i = \{B_i(s) | s = 0, 1, \ldots, K_i - 1\} = \{(N_j, p(N_i, N_j)) | N_j \in H_i(t) \wedge order by p(N_i, N_j)\}$. When $B_i$ constructed successfully, it will remain unchanged in the whole runtime. In state WAIT_1, network $G(t)$ will be optimized to a minimum connected graph based on the algorithm DLSS.

Power adjustment stage includes WAIT_2, MAC_PK, IP_PK, DROP_PK, $E_{PK}$, $POW_{AD}$, $EARP_{TIMER}$ and $E_{DETECT}$ states. In this stage, packet arrival, timer expiration, help flag are three kinds of events that invoke the process from one state transferring to another. The state transferring is presented in section III detailedly.

3. Process and States Transferring in E-ARP

3.1 States in initialization Stage

INIT state. When the network starts running, it step into INIT state and initialize the E-ARP protocol, which includes storage allocation, synchronization with above or below layer such as transport layer or mac layer, and so on. Each node $N_i$ exchanges energy information
(N_i, p_{max}, W(t)) with its neighbors for constructing up-link set and down-link set, where \( p_{max} \) is the available max power and \( W(t) \) is remaining energy of \( N_i \). Any node in this state will broadcast its remaining energy to neighbors at the maximum power \( p_{max} \). After initialization finished, the process will transfer to WAIT_0 state automatically without any event invoking.

**WAIT_0 state.** In this state, the main task for each node is to collect neighbor’s information, including neighbor ID, remaining energy. In this state, any other format packet except for E-ARP will not be accepted in this state. On the basis of collection, \( N_i \)’s up-link set \( I_i(t) \) can be constructed. Because each neighbor in INIT state will broadcast its energy information with the maximum power \( p_{max} \), the minimum power level from \( N_i \) to its neighbor \( N_j \in I_i(t) \) can be inferred according to hypothesis 1 and hypothesis 2., i.e., \( p(N_i, N_j) \). Thus, the down-link set \( H_i(t) \) can also be constructed correspondingly, in which there are \( K_i \) elements. In \( N_i \)’s available power set defined as \( B_i \), its items are sorted with ascending order of \( p(N_i, N_j) \). Thus, it is obvious that \( N_j \)’s transmit power is decided by the node in last item of \( B_i \), i.e., \( N_{m(K_i)} = B_i(K_i) \rightarrow N_i \), named as “deciding node” of \( N_i \), where \( B_i(K_i) \) denotes the \( K_i \)th item, and \( N_{m(K_i)} \), \( B_i(K_i) \rightarrow N \) are equally denote the node in item \( B_i(K_i) \). Thus, \( p(N_i, N_{m(K_i)}) \) and \( B_i(K_i) \rightarrow P \) are equally denote the transmit power value of \( B_i(K_i) \). The process will stay in this state to continue collecting information and constructing its corresponding sets \( I_i(t), H_i(t) \) and \( B_i \) until the timer expired, when the process transfer WAIT_1 state automatically. Here, the timer is set properly and used to wait all the broadcasted E-ARP packets.

**WAIT_1 state.** On the basis of \( I_i(t), H_i(t) \) and \( B_i \) constructed in WAIT_0, run DLSS algorithm to determine node \( N_i \)’s transmit power \( p_i(t) \) with the constraint of minimum connected graphic of network \( G(t) \). Although any format packet will not be accepted in this state, it is still necessary to set up a timer to synchronize with other nodes. When the timer is expired and \( k_i > 1 \), broadcast its energy information \( (W(t), p_i(t), N_{m(k_i)}, B_i(k_i-1) \rightarrow P) \) to its neighbors, where \( N_{m(k_i)} \) is node \( N_i \)’s deciding node, i.e., \( N_{m(k_i)} = B_i(k_i) \rightarrow N_i \), and \( B_i(k_i-1) \rightarrow P \) is \( N_i \)’s potential transmit power. In other words, if one node \( N_j \in H_i \) increases its power to cover \( N_{m(k_i)} \), \( N_i \) can decrease its power to a lower level \( B_i(k_i-1) \rightarrow P \), and all the packets from \( N_i \) to \( N_{m(k_i)} \) can through relaying node \( N_j \). Notice that \( N_i \)’s deciding node is \( N_{m(k_i)} \) instead of \( N_{m(K_i)} \), which is because each node’s transmit power is decreased to just enough to maintain \( G(t) \) as a minimum connected graphic. Therefore, the set \( I_i(t) \) and \( H_i(t) \) is changed with the transmit power. On the contrary, set \( B_i \) remains unchanged in the whole runtime. At the end, the process is transferred to WAIT_2 state automatically.

**3.2. States in Power Adjustment Stage**

There are several events being happened in WAIT_2 state, which are included of timer being expired, E-ARP packets being arrived and IP packets being arrived. Different events will invoke this process to different process states, such as **Error! Reference source not found.** shown.

**Event condition: IP_ARRIVAL.** If this condition is turned true which means an IP packet arrives from above layer, the arrived IP packet will be delivered to IP_PK state for further processing.
Event condition: **UNKNOWN_PACKET.** If this condition is turned true, a packet with unknown format arrives. Under this case, it will be transferred to DROP_PK state and drop it directly.

No matter it is an IP_ARRIVAL event or an UNKNOWN_PACKET event, the way of handling on them is nothing different with the traditional ARP protocol. How to assist neighbors to extend their lifetime or how to accept the help from neighbors are our key consideration in this paper.

Event condition: **TIMER_EXP.** If this condition is turned true, it is a new round for updating ARP cache and the process will transfer to ARP_TIMER state. Traditionally, the ARP request message will be broadcasted to its neighbors. Thus, the energy information can be carried on this message by means of piggyback. In order to achieve this, the data fields should be added to the ARP format. Although the new packet size is a little larger than before, it is worth to share broadcast channel resource at a cost of a little modification. Therefore, the energy message will be broadcasted in E-DETECT state.

In our proposed protocol, sets $R_i$ and $S_i$ are critical important. $R_i$ defined as $R_i := \{(N,D,\Delta) \mid order by \Delta\}$, includes some information of neighbors in $I$, whose lifetime can be extended with assistance from $N$. $R(u)$ denotes the $u$th item in $R$, $R(u) \rightarrow N$ denotes the node included in $R(u)$, $R(u) \rightarrow D$ denotes the deciding node of $R(u) \rightarrow N$ and $R(u) \rightarrow \Delta$ denotes the difference of remaining lifetime between $N$ and $R(u) \rightarrow N$. $S_i$ defined as $S_i := \{(Z,N) \mid order by Z\}$, includes some information of neighbors in $H_i$, which can provide help to extend $N$’s lifetime. $S(u) \rightarrow N$ denotes the node included in the $u$th item, i.e., $S(u)$, and $S(u) \rightarrow Z$ denotes $S(u) \rightarrow N$’s remaining time.

Event Condition: **DLL.ARRIVAL and E_PK.ARRIVAL.** If both conditions are turned true in due order, this process will transfer from WAIT_2 to MAC_PK and then to E_PK. If some neighbor’s energy information is carried by the arrived packet, set $R_i$ and $S_i$ will be constructed as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction of set $R_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01: Initialize set $R_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02: FOR EACH received $(W_i(t), p_i(t), N_{ij}, p_{ji}'(t))$ DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03: $Z(t) = W_i(t)/p_i(t)$, $Z'(t) = W_i(t)/p_{ji}'(t)$, $Z'(t, N_{ij}) = W_i/p(N, N_{ij})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04: IF $Z(t) &gt; Z'(t) \land Z'(t, N_{ij}) &gt; Z(t)$ THEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05: $u = \gamma_{ji}'(N_i)$, $\Delta Z_{ij} = Z(t) - Z_i(t)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06: IF $u \geq 0$ THEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07: Update $R_i(u)$ with $(N_{ij}, N_{ij}, \Delta Z_{ij}, W_i(t), p_i(t), p_{ji}'(t))$ and keep ascending order of $R_i \rightarrow \Delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08: ELSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09: Insert item $(N_{ij}, N_{ij}, \Delta Z_{ij}, W_i(t), p_i(t), p_{ji}'(t))$ into $R_i$ with ascending order of $R_i \rightarrow \Delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: Sort it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: END IF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12: ELSE Discard this packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13: END IF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14: END FOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
15: Get the set of $R_i$’s size: $r_{sea}$
16: Send $(W(t),p(t),\text{CAN\_HELP})$ to node $R_i(r_{sea} - 1) \rightarrow N$

**Figure 2. Construction of Set $R_i$**

Line 02-14 in Figure 2: for any $N_j \in N$, its remaining time $Z_j(t)$ will be calculated and compared with the current node $N_i$’s remaining time $Z_i(t)$. $N_{d_j}$ is $N_i$’s deciding node and $p(N_i,N_{d_j})$ is potential transmit power from $N_i$ to $N_{d_j}$. In other words, if $N_i$ increases its power to $p(N_i,N_{d_j})$ that $N_{d_j}$ can be covered, $N_i$’s potential remaining lifetime $Z_i'(t,N_{d_j})$ calculated in line 03 is still longer than $N_i$’s. Under this case, $N_i$’s power can increase to $p(N_i,N_{d_j})$ in next state POW_AD safely. Otherwise, $N_i$’s power remains unchanged in this adjustment round. All nodes which $N_i$ can help will be inserted into $R_i$ with its energy information, and further sort them with ascending order of $R_i \rightarrow \Delta$.

Line 15-16 in Figure 2: get the node $R_i(r_{sea} - 1) \rightarrow N$ in last item of $R_i$, which has the minimum lifetime in $I_i$, and send the $N_i$’s remaining energy, transmit power and “CAN\_HELP” signal to it. Because $R_i(r_{sea} - 1) \rightarrow N$ is in $I_i$, the sending message must be send in unicast way by means of route protocol. The computation complexity of this process is decided by loop 02-14 in Figure 2 and set operation 09 in Figure 2, which is $O(n\log n)$.

If an E-ARP packet with “arpopcode” value CAN\_HELP from node $N_j$, the current node $N_i$ will update its set $S_i$ as shown in Figure 3. Its computation complexity is decided by loop 02-07 in Figure 3 and set insertion with order 05 in Figure 3, so its computation complexity is $O(n\log n)$.

If an E-ARP packet with CAN\_HELP from $N_j$, $N_i$ will update $S_i$. If $Z_j(t) > Z_i(t)$, insert $(Z_j(t),N_j)$ into $S_i$ with ascending order of $S_i \rightarrow \Delta$. Its computation complexity is decided by set insertion, which is $O(n\log n)$.

Construction of set $S_i$
01: Initialize set $S_i$
02: FOR EACH E-ARP packet with “arpopcode” value CAN\_HELP
03: Get the source: node $N_j$, remaining energy $W_j$, transmit power $p_j(t)$
04: IF $Z_j(t) > Z_i(t)$ THEN
05: Insert $(Z_j(t),N_j)$ into set $S_i$ with ascending order of $S_i \rightarrow \Delta$
06: END IF
07: END FOR

**Figure 3. Construction of Set $S_i$**

There will be four cases for $R_i \rightarrow S_i$. Case 1: both $R_i$ and $S_i$ are empty; case 2: neither $R_i$ nor $S_i$ is empty; case 3: $S_i$ is not empty but $R_i$ empty; and case 4: $R_i$ is not empty but $S_i$ empty.
If an E-ARP packet with CAN_HELPG from $N_j$, $N_i$ will update $S_i$. If $Z_j(t) > Z_i(t)$, insert $(Z_j(t), N_j)$ into $S_i$ with ascending order of $S_i \rightarrow \Delta$. Its computation complexity is decided by set insertion, which is $O(n \log n)$.

There will be four cases for $R_i \cdot S_i$. Case 1: both $R_i$ and $S_i$ are empty; case 2: neither $R_i$ nor $S_i$ is empty; case 3: $S_i$ is not empty but $R_i$ empty; and case 4: $R_i$ is not empty but $S_i$ empty.

Case 1 means neither $N_i$ can help nodes in $I_i$, nor be helped by nodes in $H_i$. Under this case, the whole lifetime of the network is decided by $N_i$. If there exist multiple nodes whose $R_i$ and $S_i$ are empty, the lifetime of network is $\min(Z_j)$. Case 2 means $N_i$ can help some node in $R_i$ by way of increasing its power. On the contrary, $N_i$ can reduce transmit power to extend its lifetime with other node’s help in $S_i$. Under this case, $N_i$ should not change transmit power until case 4 appears. On the contrary, no matter how $N_i$ ’s transmit power is changed; there will be a serious turbulence, which will result in a poor network performance. Case 3 means $N_i$ cannot help any node in $I_i$. Thus, there must be existed a node $N_j \in H_i$, so that $N_j$ is included in one item of $N_i$ ’s $R_j$ set. Under this case, $N_i$ should maintain its current power, and wait other node in $S_i$ to increase communication radius to cover $N_i$ ’s deciding node. On the contrary, if $N_i$ decreases transmit power to a lower level before received a “HAS_HELPG” signal, $G(t)$ will be disconnected possibly. In case 1-3, HELP_FLAG is false, and the process will return to WAIT_2 state. Only in case 4, this condition is turned true and this process is invoked to POW_AD.

**Event condition: HELP_FLAG.** When this condition is true, the process will transfer to POW_AD state. Suppose that there are $r_i$ elements in set $R_i$, in which the numerical order of elements is from 0 to $r_i-1$. Node $N_i$ will lookup set $R_i$ and find out more short-lifetime nodes to help as much as possible. The pseudocode of transmit power adjustment is shown in Figure 4, where $c_j(R(e_n) \rightarrow D)$ returns node $R_j(e_n) \rightarrow D$ ’s numerical order in $B_j$ if $c_j(R(e_n) \rightarrow D)$ is in some item of, else returns -1. $\gamma_j(e_n)$ returns node $R_j(e_n) \rightarrow N$ numerical order in $N$ of node.

```
Process: Transmit power adjustment
/* e_n, e_p, e_b and e are temporary variables*/
01: e_p = r - 1, e_t = +\infty, e_b = true
02: WHILE e_p \geq 0 \land (R(e_p) \rightarrow W)/\Delta < e_t \ DO
03: e_t = (R(e_n) \rightarrow B) \rightarrow P\ *
04: k = c_j(R(e_n) \rightarrow D)
05: IF k < 0 THEN
06: BREAK
07: ELSE IF B(k) \rightarrow P \geq e_p THEN
08: CONTINUE
09: ELSE
10: e_b = e_b \land (W_i\rightarrow B(k) \rightarrow P \geq Z_j(e_n))
11: END IF
12: IF e_b = false THEN
13: BREAK
14: ELSE
```
15: \( e_p = B_i(k_i) \rightarrow P, \ e_n = e_n - 1 \)
16: END IF
17: END WHILE
18: \( \rho(t) = e_p \)
19: FOR \( i = e_n \) TO \( r_i - 1 \)
20: Send “HAS HELP” to \( R_i(l) \rightarrow N \)
21: Delete \( R_i(l) \)
22: END FOR

Figure 4. Increasing Power to Help Multiple Neighbors

Line 02-17 in Figure 4 get the nodes as many as possible that node \( N_i \) can provide help. Conditions in 02 mean that if the lifetime of the node that is going to be examined in \( R_i \) is lessen than all potential lifetimes of the nodes that having been examined, this loop continues. Otherwise, it is meaningless to extend its lifetime, because this node being examined is not the one with minimum lifetime and cannot decide the network lifetime.

Line 07-08 in Figure 4 \( B_i(k_i) \rightarrow P \leq e_p \) means that \( N_i \)’s tentative power \( e_p \) can cover the deciding node \( R_i(e_n) \rightarrow D \) of \( R_i(e_n) \rightarrow N \). Thus, the transmit power of \( R_i(e_n) \rightarrow N \) is allowable to decrease to a lower level. The assignment statement in line 10 is used to check whether the node examined can be helped or not.

Line 18-22 in Figure 4 node \( N_i \)’s transmit power has been determined and the set \( R_i \) is update, in which all nodes with \( N_i \)’s help are deleted. The computation complexity is decide by loop 02-17 in Figure 4 or by loop 19-22 in Figure 4, and it is obvious that its computation complexity is \( O(n) \).

4. Evaluations

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed E-ARP from following aspects: 1) Setup of our experiments; 2) Evaluation of the effectiveness in network lifetime extension; 3) Evaluation of the network performance.

The experiment setup is the same with [7]. The energy model used is the same with that used in [11]. Our simulation is conducted for a square 10km\( \times \)10km region within which 200 nodes are placed in random locations. Each node is equipped with 40kJ of energy and has a maximum transmission power \( p_{\text{max}} \), which corresponds to a transmission radius of 20% of the width of the square region.

Figure 5 shows the network lifetime achieved by E-ARP scheme and CTCA scheme, in which x-axis indicates the number of rounds that has passed while y-axis indicates the percentage of graphs that are still connected. Compared with CTCA, our scheme is a little poor in first 17 rounds, but after 17 rounds, it is a little better than CTCA. Overall, our scheme is achieved almost the same performance. However, our scheme is better than CTCA in respect of data dropped, delay and retransmission times, especially in network throughput, our scheme is superior to CTCA obviously, as shown in Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9. Thus, our E-ARP scheme has achieved an almost similar performance on lifetime extension with CTCA. More important, our scheme has a better network performance.

Because our scheme employs modified ARP packet to exchange energy message by means of piggyback, this kind of information will be broadcasted with ARP request packet and share the communication channel. Thus, the dropped data caused by competing communication
resource will be decreased, just as shown in Figure 6. In Figure 7, our scheme is superior to CTCA in overall, and only in the beginning of simulation, it is a little poor resulted by controlling help process as shown in Figure 4. Correspondingly, the performance on average retransmission times is better than CTCA, as shown in Figure 8. In Figure 9 it is observed that our scheme has achieved an outstanding performance on network throughput because of less fewer data dropped, delay and retransmissions.

**Figure 5.** Effectiveness in Network Lifetime Extension

**Figure 6.** Average Data Dropped between CTCA and E-ARP

**Figure 7.** Average Delay Between CTCA and E-ARP
5. Conclusion

This paper focuses on the problem how to achieve network lifetime extension without causing serious deteriorated on network performance. We propose an E-ARP scheme based on traditional ARP and a little modification on it. E-ARP scheme enables energy message exchange among neighbors by means of piggyback, which decrease the risk of communication resource competition. Furthermore, our scheme allows the node with sufficient energy to help more than one node as many as possible at one time, thus the extra communication workload can be decreased also. We conduct a simulation to evaluate the proposed scheme and demonstrate the effectiveness compared with CTCA.
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